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3723 Plaza Drive 
734.929.6060

Deli: 734.663.3354 • Book online at zingermansdeli.com
Deli Tastings and Events

3723 Plaza Drive • 734.761.7255

Hands-On Baking Classes
Zingerman’s Classics
Wed., Oct. 2 • 5:30-9:30pm • $125 
In this class, we’ll make Jewish 
rye bread and magic brownies, old 
time favorites, and hummingbird cake, 
a new favorite. We’ll serve sandwich fixins from the 
Deli to go with your bread and end the class with 

iconic Zingerman’s treats: 
a sandwich, a pickle, a 
brownie and a toast to 

more than 31 years of great 
customers!

Ooh La La Croissants
Sat., Oct. 19 • 8am-noon • $125
There are very few places in the world out-
side of France where you can get a good, 
truly flaky, buttery croissant. Zingerman’s 
Bakehouse is one of them. There are some tricks, but 
it’s mostly about taking the time to do it right. And 

when you smell and taste these treats, you’ll be 
happy that you did. In this class you’ll get the 

history and basic techniques of creating tra-
ditional laminated doughs and make 

croissants in butter, almond and 
chocolate versions!

“Second Saturday” Tour!  
Sept. 14 & Oct. 12 • 11am-noon • FREE!
Join us monthly for an open-to-the-public, 
no-reservation-required event. Sit down with 
Coffee Company managing partners Allen and 
Steve to tour their facility and learn about 
coffee—where it’s grown, how it’s sourced and 
how it’s roasted. Finally, learn how to discern 
the subtle distinctions among the world’s finest 
coffees as you sample some new offerings and 
some old favorites brewed using a variety of 
techniques. 

Brewing Methods Class
Sun., Sept. 8 • 1-3pm • $20/person 
Learn the keys to successful coffee 
brewing using a wide variety of brewing 
methods from filter drip to syphon 
pot. We will take a single coffee 
and brew it 6 to 8 different ways, each 
producing a unique taste. We’ll learn the proper 
proportions and technique for each and discuss 
the merits and differences of each style.

Comparative Cupping 
Sunday, Oct. 20 • 1-3pm • $20/person
Sample coffees from the Africa, Central and South 
Americas, and the Asian Pacific. We will taste and 

evaluate these coffees using the 
techniques and tools used by 

professional tasters. 
This is an eye-
opening tour of the 

world of coffee.

For reservations to all events stop by 2501 Jackson Ave., call 734.663.3663 (FOOD), or reserve online at www.zingermansroadhouse.com

Taste of Spain 
Wed., Sept. 11 • 6:30-8:30pm • $40 • Zingerman’s Events on 4th
(415 N. Fifth Street in Kerrytown Markets and Shops) 
What better way to approach a taste of Spain than to 
bring Spain to you. We are lucky to welcome some special 
visitors to Zingerman’s who will do just that. John (who has 
a superb Spanish palate) and his wife Ana Cancilla will guide 
us through a tasting of our Spanish products explaining the 
different ways that they use these products back in their 
home kitchen. It will be a night of Spanish geography lessons 
along with the flavors that will bring those areas to life. 

28th Annual Paella Party  
on the Deli Patio
Sun., Sept. 15 • 11am-2pm
Paella Presentation at noon: The show is free — the Paella is sold by the pound 
Our 28th annual September celebration of the fabulous 
foods of Spain culminates (as it always does) with a two-grill 
Paella throwdown on Zingerman’s Deli Patio. There will be 
a special Paella presentation at noon, then Chef Rodger and 
crew deal the goods, serving up three kinds of traditional 
Paella: Chicken/Chorizo, Seafood, and Vegetarian, all grilled 
over Mesquite right before your eyes. Those in the know will 
be lined up for the Padron Peppers.

Spanish Tapas POP IN 
Wed., Sept. 25 • 5-9:30pm  
Zingerman’s Events on 4th
(415 N. Fifth Street in Kerrytown Markets and Shops) 
Join us for an evening of eating Tapas-style. We will have a 
tasty small-plate menu featuring Spanish flavors. Bring some 
friends and try all the different plates!

Book Signing and Spanish Food Tasting  
The Telling Room by Michael Paterniti 
Thu., Sept. 26 • 6:30-8:30pm • $30 •  Zingerman’s Events on 4th
(415 N. Fifth Street in Kerrytown Markets and Shops) 
Come celebrate the release of this very special new book from 
best-selling author Michael Paterniti. Details and an exclusive 
interview with the author on page 3!

Zingerman’s 10th Annual Taste of Tantré
Thu. Oct. 10 • 7pm • $50, $60/with beer • Zingerman’s Events on 4th
(415 N. Fifth Street in Kerrytown Markets and Shops) 
We’re inviting local food lovers to help us complete the farm-to-
table circle and enjoy the best food of the season elbow-to-elbow 
with the people who grew it – the folks from Tantré Farm. The de-
tails of the multi-course meal remain secret until the last moment, 
since Chef Rodger and his kitchen crew hand-select most of the 
fresh ingredients the morning of the feast! But when you take your 
seats and see what they’ve prepared, your mouth will water and 
your pulse will quicken. This evening is always an early sell-out—
sign up now! 

World Release Party for  
Tamworth Woodland Finished Prosciutto
Fri., Oct. 25 • 6:30-8:30pm • $40 • Zingerman’s Events on Fourth
(415 N. Fifth Street in Kerrytown Markets and Shops) 
In December 2011, Herb and Kathy Eckhouse of La Quercia in Iowa 
started a woodland-finished cured meats line. We have tasted the 
coppa, the lonza, the pancetta and the spallacia and all are simply 
amazing. But the one we are most excited about is the prosciutto. 
This will be an evening of tasty bits of pork, the unveiling of 
nature’s magic, and some great storytelling. I know that New York, 
Philly, San Fran and the other foodie destinations are jealous that 
we will be tasting it first. 

Westside Farmers’ Market Dinner
Tues., Sept. 17 • 7pm • $55/person
Over the last seven years, the number of vendors, demos, events 
and crowds have all grown in a big way at the Westside Farmers’ 
Market, and we’re proud to support the market’s transition from 
a volunteer-run project into a sustainable community platform. 
James Beard Award-winning Chef Alex Young and producers from 
the market will be serving up the summer harvest at the peak of 
the season and proceeds will support the market’s continuing 
mission to bring sustainably grown, fresh food to Ann Arbor 
every Thursday in the summer and fall.

Treme 

Stories & Recipes from the Heart of New Orleans
Dinner and Book Signing with Lolis Eric Elie
Wed., Sept. 25 • 7pm • $50/person
Ask the characters of HBO’s Treme what New Orleans cuisine 
means to them, and you will get as many different answers as 
there are versions of the city’s famous Creole gumbo. Trumpet-
playing native Delmond Lambreaux says it best: “You don’t have 
to tell people where you’re from; you just start telling them what 
you eat and they know.” Lolis Eric Elie, formerly a columnist with 
the New Orleans’ Times-Picayune, is a New Orleans native and 
an award-winning staff writer and story editor for the series. He 
is the author of Smokestack Lightning: Adventures in the Heart 
of BBQ Country and, most recently, Treme. With more than 100 
heritage and contemporary recipes, Treme is a celebration of the 
eclectic and inventive culinary spirit of post-Katrina New Or-
leans. Chef Alex Young and Lolis will prepare a menu of recipes 
from the book and bring a piece of New Orleans to Ann Arbor.

America’s Dairyland:  
Celebrating Wisconsin Cheese
Tues., Oct. 1 • 7pm • $50/person
There are a few states in this country with rich cheese-making 
traditions, but none that showcase it as proudly as Wisconsin. 
On our journey to America’s Dairyland, we will encounter sharp 
cheddars, intense blues, sweet and nutty parmesans, robust goat 
cheeses, and Swiss-style mountain cheeses. As we nosh, we’ll 
hear about these cheeses, the families that make them, and the 
stories that make them special.

Taste of Ethiopia Dinner
Tues., Oct. 15 • 7pm • $45/person
"Blah. Blah. Blahhhhh." This is the friendly command 
for "eat more" in the Amharic language that reso-
nates through Ethiopian households whenever there is a visi-
tor. We’ll create an Ethiopian feast with a variety of lentils and 
chickpeas with braised greens, stewed chicken and seared lamb 
scattered together on top of a large round piece of injera—the 
sourdough flatbread served with almost every meal. The spongy 
injera, used in place of utensils, soaks up all of the different spic-
es and flavors. Traditionally, everyone enjoys three small cups 
of coffee together—each slightly sweeter than the previous one. 
It is widely accepted that coffee originated from Ethiopia and 
that the teff grain used to make injera was one of the earliest do-
mesticated plants. Come explore thousands of years of Ethiopian 
cuisine with an array of spices, butter, honey and coffee brought 
back from Ethiopia specially for this Roadhouse dinner! 

#154

#155

#153

#152

Zingerman’s 7th Annual  
Halloween Hootenanny
Tues., Oct. 24, 4-7pm • at the Deli
Tickets $5 in advance/$8 at the door

The Hootenanny is a fall-themed, Zingerman’s style celebration for kids. 
There will be Pumpkin Drawing, Kooky Cookie Decorating and more! You’ll 
enjoy music and complimentary snacks, and don’t worry about dinner that 
night; we’ll have a tasty hot dog dinner, along with cider and donuts  
available for purchase. Costumes are not required, but they are encouraged!

Check out the full schedule and register  
for classes at www.bakewithzing.com
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Celebrating Three Decades Of Seriously  
Superb Spanish Foods At Zingerman’s

It’s not every day that a best selling book 

written by a nationally known author has 

a story line that starts out in your busi-

ness. The Telling Room tale begins back 

in 1991 when we hired Michael Paterniti 

to proof the Zingerman’s newsletter I was 

writing. The work was, as he says in the 

book, mostly just a way to help pay some 

bills. But as both he and I know very well, 

strange and amazing things can happen 

when you get around great food and pas-

sionate people.   

At the time we hired Michael P. to proof, he 

was a grad student studying English at the 

University of Michigan. I was the co-owner 

of a relatively small deli steadily gaining 

national attention. Michael describes our 

early efforts nicely in The Telling Room. 

“In the days before the rise of gourmand 

culture,” he writes, “before our obsession 

with purity and pesticides . . ., Zingerman’s 

preached a new way of thinking about 

food: Eat the best and eat homemade.”  

The second set of essays we sent Mike 

to edit, it turns out, changed the course 

of his life. Issue #87 of the Zingerman’s 

News included a bit I’d written about an 

obscure, expensive and exceptional Span-

ish cheese called Páramo de Guzmán. You 

can see the original, innocently-unaware-

that-it-was-slated-for-prime-time piece 

I wrote reprinted on the next page. My 

passion clearly caught Michael’s atten-

tion—he carried the newsletter clipping 

with him, folded up and stored, both in 

his soul and in his wallet, for years. A de-

cade down the road he finally acted on his 

intuition and decided to go the village in 

central Spain to find Ambrosio Molinos, 

the man who made this amazing cheese. 

The story of that search is the story of The 

Telling Room. 

Claudia Roden, whose well-researched 

and insightful books have contributed a 

great deal to my culinary education over 

the years, wrote in her terrific text, Foods 

of Spain that, “As with poetry and music, 

cuisines have rhymes and tunes and re-

current themes that characterize them.” 

Spain of course has many—we’ve spent 

the last twenty-eight years studying and 

savoring the poetry and power behind 

the foods of Spain. You can read about 

them in the pages that follow, descriptions 

pulled from years of writing about them 

in Zingerman’s News. We cover olive oil, 

chorizo, tins of tuna, sherry vinegars, ol-

ives, eggs, peppers, pimenton, cured ham; 

the influence of the Jews and the Arabs; 

the regional differences; the Romans and 

Visigoths; the Columbian Exchange; the ar-

rival of peppers, tomatoes, and chocolate. 

You can also read about most of them in 

The Telling Room.  

In 1985, Páramo de Guzmán was one of the 

new wave of wonderful foods from Spain 

starting to arrive on the American scene. It 

was definitely one of the brightest spots in 

Spain’s culinary recovery. As Mike P. makes 

clear, “That little handmade cheese in the 

tin, and its brash lack of cynicism . . . gave 

me a strange kind of hope. I felt I knew this 

cheese somehow, or would.” Which sums 

up pretty well how I felt about Spanish 

foods back when we first got going. I knew 

next to nothing about them, but even my 

earliest explorations raised my excite-

ment. In the same way that Columbus 

“discovered” all sorts of new interesting 

foods and cultures when we went west, 

I had a similar experience going across 

the Atlantic in the other direction. Spain 

had all sorts of amazing flavors to experi-

ence—most were close enough to other 

Mediterranean foods that I loved to be ac-

cessible, but different enough to have set 

an entirely different table of tastes down 

in front of me. Of all the cheeses I tasted, 

Páramo de Guzmán might well have been 

the most amazing.  

Speaking of vision, we’ve all come a long 

way over the years—the Spanish culinary 

scene, Zingerman’s, Mike’s and my writ-

ing have all made great strides I’m sure 

since the day I drafted up issue #87 of the 

Zingerman’s News in 1991 and sent it off 

to Mike to proof. And Claudia Roden says, 

“. . . Spain has transformed itself into the 

world’s effervescent center of gastronom-

ic creativity.”

I agree. If I had to pick only one place in 

Europe to go eat in the next two years, my 

immediate answer would be Spain. I love 

the foods of Italy, Greece, and the south of 

France. I love Ireland. But if I only got one 

option, Spain would be it. The complexity 

of the flavors, the uniqueness of the foods, 

the energy, the colors, the aromas are all 

the more than enticing. If you like to eat, 

it’s a very good place to go. And with all 

due respect to the men and women behind 

molecular gastronomy, most of the activ-

ity is about our kind of eating—traditional, 

full-flavored foods prepared in the old 

ways. As Claudia Roden writes, “Through-

out the country, there is a palpable feeling 

of nostalgia for the old rural life that was 

too quickly swept away by the booming 

tourist economy. It has translated into a 

newfound passion for regional cooking 

and products.” 

The Telling Room is a place you can come, 

not just to eat, but also to get the sort of 

intellectual and emotional nourishment 

that comes from learning and laughing 

while also eating something exceptionally 

delicious. Our little telling room on Detroit 

Street has grown a lot since the days when 

Mike was part of the organization. But 

we’re still telling stories, sharing passions, 

bringing in new products and the people 

who make them for all of Ann Arbor to 

appreciate. We no longer have Páramo de 

Guzmán but we do have many hundreds of 

great-tasting traditional foods, almost as 

many passionate people on staff, dozens 

of delicious foods from Spain, hundreds 

of thousands of very loyal food loving 

customers, and one very talented proof-

reader, cum-writer, who’s now telling our 

story all over the country. I can only smile 

to think about the superb symmetry of me 

telling the story of The Telling Room here 

in the newsletter that started the whole 

story so many long but delicious years ago. 

Join us for a book signing  and Spanish food tasting with  The Telling Room  author Michael Paterniti  and Zingerman’s   co-founder Ari Weinzweig
Zingerman’s Events on Fourth (415 N. Fifth St. in Kerrytown Markets and Shops)Thursday, Sept. 26 • 6:30-8:30pm  $30 • Seats are limited!

TheTaleofThe Telling Room and28Years

ofTellingtheStoryofSpanishFood
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Celebrating Three Decades Of Seriously  
Superb Spanish Foods At Zingerman’s

TraditionalFoodsfrom

SpainArriveatZingerman’sDeli

Almost exactly a year ago today I embarked on my first trip to Spain. What I 

expected to find was a conservative, slow-moving, poor country. Old Women 

covered head-to-toe in black. Laid back Mediterranean lifestyle. Some-

thing akin to Greece or southern Italy, but with a Spanish accent. BOY WAS I 

WRONG! What I found was a vibrant, exciting, active, colorful society. 

When I travel it’s as much to experience the food as anything else. And the 

foods of Spain met and surpassed all my expectations! Dozens of wonderful 

restaurants, beautiful markets, great wines. Delicious hand-crafted cheeses, 

wonderful olives and oils, great seafood, pimientos, and almonds. Wonder-

ful chorizo and traditional “Jamon Serrano” hanging in every shop. The foods 

of Spain presented me with a set of flavors and textures different from any 

others I’d experienced anywhere in the world. In only three weeks they made 

a believer out of me. So, it’s with great pleasure and a very real enthusiasm 

that I’m here to convince you to experience the fantastic foods of Spain for 

yourself. I GUARANTEE IT! You’re in for a very real treat. 

[Spanish foods featured in that issue included some enduring favorites like 

Manchego, Maron Glace, Sanchez Romate Sherry Vinegars, and Chorizo. -ed.]

September 1987

Páramo de GuzmánThough I’ve saved this one for last, don’t let me 

mislead you. This is really an outstanding piece of 

cheese. Páramo de Guzmán is so anonymous 
I discovered it by chance in London (thanks 
to Monica Lavery who discovered it in Spain). 
It’s also the most expensive cheese we’ve ever 
sold at Zingerman’s. Makes me a little nervous 
just putting it out on the counter. When I met 

with Ambrosio who makes the cheese, I had to ask 

him, “What makes this cheese so expensive?” He just 

shrugged his shoulders and said, as if it were the most 

obvious thing in the world, “it costs a lot of money to make great cheese.” “But 

Ambrosio,” I said, “this is REALLY expensive.” He kind of rolled his eyes at me and 

said “Well it’s really great cheese.” Ambrosio makes Páramo de Guzmán cheese at his family estate in the village of 

Guzmán in north central Spain. Ambrosio remembered his grandmother making it 

when he was a kid. And he set out to keep the tradition alive. He makes his cheese 

from the fresh, unpasteurized milk of his own herd of Churra sheep. The cheese 

is made completely by hand, the curd is cut into tiny, tiny, pieces in order to get 

rid of as much of the liquid whey as possible (this adds to the cost, of course—less 

water, less weight). Each wheel is then pressed to expel even more moisture then 

aged in a special stone “cave” Ambrosio built for expressly that purpose. And then 

when the first aging is completed, each wheel of the cheese is submerged in extra 

virgin olive oil and aged for an additional six months. 

The result is, like I said, expensive, but it’s also sublime (a fancy way of saying 

that I really thought it was incredibly good). It’s rich, dense, intense—a bit like 

Manchego, but with its own distinct set of flavors and character. 

Buy a couple of ounces and savor it after dinner. It really is  

amazing cheese. 

September 1991

Read an excerpt from

  

 
  

 
 

It’s over twenty years ago now that you were here. What 
brought you to Ann Arbor? 

I came to write fiction in the MFA program, under the great 
Nick Delbanco and Charlie Baxter, both amazing writers 
and Ann Arbor legends in their own right!

What do you remember about the town?

I remember Ann Arbor as a place in which you could find 
anything—anything in the world (great books and movies, 
great food and minds at work)—within a one-mile radius 
of campus. I also loved that open Midwestern friendli-
ness. Coming from the East, I didn’t know what to do with 
it at first. Like, did that guy really just say hi to me for  
no reason?

The book begins really with your work here at  
Zingerman’s, or at least, behind the scenes on our newsletter. 
What do you remember about the Deli from those days?

The Deli, for me, was a little slice of heaven, a foodie para-
dise, a spectacular world unto its own. I was interested in 
food, but didn’t have the money to be really interested in 
it. That is, I was broke, and I really wanted to try that Finn-
ish licorice, but I knew the Finnish licorice would be like 
my gateway drug, and next I’d be imbibing the sherry vin-
egars and scarfing latkes, throwing down sandwiches (that 
sandwich board was like standing before the departing 
flights screen in a foreign airport) and demanding Italian 
chocolates while being fanned by my pet monkey, Bubbles. 
It was a little decadent in the deli, and I loved the hum and 
energy of it, just being swept up in it.

Can you tell people who Ambrosio is and a bit about  
Páramo de Guzmán cheese?

So Ambrosio Molinos is a farmer 
in the little Castilian village of 
Guzmán (pop. 80), in north-cen-
tral Spain. He also happens to be 
a force of nature, a larger-than-
life character of Falstaffian 
belly, and really perhaps the best 
storyteller I’ve met in my travels as 
a journalist. The cheese he made came 
from a centuries-old, discontinued family recipe. One day 
in the Eighties, he bought a bunch of Churra sheep, began 
grazing them on the highlands around Guzmán, took their 
milk to a little stable across from the house he was born in, 
and made cheese, aging it in a family cave nearby. When 
people in the village were given some, they thought it was 
amazing, like the old house cheeses they remembered 
their mother serving, robust and Manchego-like. And so 
the cheese was passed along, from village to village, and 
then to Madrid, where it was sold. The legend of the cheese 
is that the Spanish royal family loved it, as did the British 
royal family. It was served to Ronald Reagan and Frank 
Sinatra. Fidel Castro tried to buy all of Ambrosio’s stock. 
The cheese won several awards, and in 1991, I know you 
brought it back from London, to sell here at Zingerman’s, 
which is where I first learned about it, when I was proof-
reading your newsletter!

So you carried that little clip from the newsletter in your wallet 
for nearly ten years? 

I mean initially it was in my wallet. Eventually it went in a 
file. And then when I went to Spain on assignment in 2000, 
to spend time with the great futurist chef Ferran Adria, it 
went back in my wallet. Those four paragraphs you wrote 
in 1991 felt like the beginning of a fairytale: Once upon 
a time there was a piece of cheese, and a cheesemaker 
named Ambrosio… I remember, too, that it was the most 
expensive cheese Zingerman’s had ever sold at the time.

Early in the book you write, “What was so crazy about believing 
in purity—and then going to find it?” In many ways, that’s the 
story of our approach to visioning work. What would you say 
on the subject today, knowing what you know about the cheese 
and Ambrosio and life? 

That this ideal of purity, at some level, is achievable, given 
that you’re deliberate in how you live your life. I mean 
there are all sorts of sugary temptations in this world, but 
what captivated me about Ambrosio was his rejection of 
the packaged modern world. As he said, “The world is rush-
ing forward, so I need to go back.” But it wasn’t just a sort 
of unrealistic, antediluvian rejection of that world. I mean, 
he has a cell phone. He drives a car. He enjoys certain crea-
ture comforts. But it’s this idea of having a code or philoso-
phy, and then sticking to it. Long ago, he decided to feed 
his body with homemade wines and chorizos and cheeses, 
with lamb raised right there on the land, and he’s tried not 
to waver from that. 

(Continued on page 4)

AnInterviewWithBestsellingAuthorOf
The Telling RoomMichaelPaterniti

at zingermanscommunity.com
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It’s a long way from Ann Arbor to Guzmán—what was it like 
when you first arrived there? 

Oh, the place is beautiful! I thought that straightaway. 
About a half-mile above sea level, bathed in this thin, ec-
clesiastical light. There were vineyards and wheat fields, 
and then Guzmán was there on a hill, above it all, look-
ing down on the Meseta. The village itself was crumbling 
and dying, too. Some of the houses were split open and 
you could see a tattered book, someone’s bloomers. Ev-
erything—and everyone—seemed so old, as opposed to 
Ann Arbor, which buzzes on that youthful energy of the 
university, and those connected to it.

And then on that first visit, Ambrosio told me this in-
credible story about his cheese, in essence how it had 
been stolen from him by his best friend, and how he was 
now plotting the best friend’s murder. He unraveled this 
story over about eight hours in a place there known as a 
“telling room.” It was a little room built above the cave, 
where people went to eat and sit by the fire and tell 
their stories.

You spent nearly a decade pursuing this cheese and the man 
who had made it. I’d imagine you caught a bit of grief, or at 
least disbelief, from people you knew during that time? 

All the time. On those occasions when I told people I 
was writing about cheese, some were quick to say, “Oh, 
like ‘Who Moved My Cheese?’” And I would respond, 
“Sorta—but with a Shakespearean murder plot.” I think, 
in the end, time was a friend to the book. I was waiting 
to see what would happen between Ambrosio and Julian, 
the man he claimed had stolen his cheese. To see how 
that murder plot would really unfold, but I also came to 
this realization that what I was doing was Slow Report-
ing, too. And some Slow Living. In my job as a magazine 
journalist, I never quite had that luxury. You might land 
in Cambodia or India or the Sudan and have X days to get 
your story—and then get out. I loved the idea of sinking 
in a little. Our family lived there for a summer, too, and 
those are some of my best memories of the kids.

I love all the footnotes in the book.  
Can you share the story behind them? 

Castilian storytelling is a wild business, full of digressions 
and asides, historical footnotes and factoids. Often, it’s 
what gets said in the marginalia, or that excursion away 
from the story itself, that reflects the truth of the story 
being told. The legend of the great Castilian hero, El Cid, 
says as much, for instance, about Ambrosio’s blood feud 
with his best friend, Julian. I’ve sat in Ambrosio’s telling 
room for an entire days, listening to him tell a story so 
full of digressions that even by midnight, he still might 
not be done. So I wanted the book to reflect the spirit not 
just of Slow Food but Slow Storytelling, the way it’s prac-
ticed in Guzmán. Besides that, they were a blast to write!

Early in the book, Ambrosio tells you about eating in an 
“ancient way”—probably what we at Zingerman’s would call 
traditional. He says, “You start by eating good beans and a 
good lettuce salad with olive oil and tender lamb chop or fresh 
rabbit. Everything is accompanied by a good piece of wheat 
bread and a good wine and good friends and, at the end, a 
sip of brandy.” It sounds fabulous. Have you had that meal? 
Maybe we should recreate it? 

I had that meal—and many others like it! Each awesome 
in their own way. If you re-create it, I’ll be there!

One of the things I’ve learned about writing is to push for-
ward and let the seed of what’s inspiring grow and develop 
and see where it takes me. You wrote, “The story itself 
spoke, calling out for a teller and a hero. It craved a dramatic 
ending, even if the truth needed tweaking or the lead needed 
revising.” What have you learned about writing from pursu-
ing the cheese and the story? About life? 

That everything—a political campaign, marriage, fam-
ily dinner—is a narrative collaboration, or battle. And 
that you need great patience in order to deconstruct 
someone’s story or legend or myth, to find the truth. Or 
your truth. You need great patience to figure out what 

it is you mean to say—and what you believe. 
What I learned about writing is that on 

certain days you find yourself on a 
very lonely island, feeling a little 

betrayed by your own limita-
tions, and the only way off 

is to keep writing the words 
that become the bridge 
that lead eventually to the 
epiphanies that make it all 
worthwhile again.

Food plays a pretty different role in 
the rural Spain in which Ambrosio 
grew up than in the America that 
we were raised in. Can you talk a 
bit about that? 

Ambrosio describes the lost art 
of eating like this: “As a child, I 
lived an old kind of life. Not 
like people living in Madrid 
or Tokyo or New York. It was 
a way of life that meant you 
raised chickens from the 
egg, you had a good rela-
tionship with your dog, you held your ani-
mals and prepared the animals for your table by giving 
them your love. It was the end of an era when everything 
was natural. There were no mad cows, there was no such 
thing as preservatives here. We ate in an ancient way.” I 
think the big thing is that the food grown there, and eaten 
there, is inextricably linked to their identity, to who they 
are, and their sense of themselves. Ambrosio describes 
what it was like in 1955, and he’s describing what it’s like 
for him today, too.

You wrote that making the cheese again “became Ambrosio’s 
overriding obsession.” Is it fair to say that that obsession 
passed through to you. Do you think you became a bit ob-
sessed with the idea of telling the story of his obsession? 

Exactly! And then after I’d faithfully laid down the legend 
of his cheese as he told it, I became obsessed with finding 
the truth behind it, too.

You share the story of Ambrosio and what he said as he 
would taste each successive batch of cheese in his drive to 
reproduce the family’s old recipe. “For this, he had a little 
ritual,” you wrote. “Before taking a bite, he’d ask the 
cheese, ‘Are you the one who’ll remember us?’” That’s a nice 
image—the idea of a mutually beneficial, meaningful relation-
ship between traditional food and its maker. 

I love that. And I love the way Ambrosio really does talk 
to his animals and to the grapes that make the wine, etc. 
Everything is animated in his world—and alive. And that 
forces a deeper kind of respect for everything.

You’ve created a great non-profit in Portland Maine called the 
Telling Room. Can you share with folks what it’s about?

Thanks so much for asking! We’re coming up on our tenth 
anniversary, and it’s just been amazing to be a part of this 
organization that has about 200 volunteers, and serves 
roughly 2,500 kids a year. Among other things, we offer 
writing and storytelling workshops, in all genres and 
media. And we work with wonderfully diverse storytell-
ers, who constantly blow our minds. When my wife and 
I came back from living in Spain in 2003, we decided we 
wanted to try to make a telling room in Portland, to mim-
ic Ambrosio’s in Guzmán, a space where people could tell 
their stories and secrets and dreams. That’s where we 
began, and today it’s grown into this wonderful nexus 
in our community. And I’m always awed and inspired by 
how courageous the kids are, what natural storytellers 
we all are if given some guidance and an audience. We’re 
at www.tellingroom.org, for anyone who might want to 
know more. I can say, though, that it’s been one of the 
best things in my life. 

Talking about storytelling and sharing tradition,  
Gary Snyder, the Beat poet, wrote that “Books are our 
grandparents.” It struck me that, in the same way Ambrosio 
was hoping each successive batch of cheese would “remem-
ber” him and his family, that the books we write them are as 
much our children as they are “our grandparents” later when 
we read them. You worked to give birth to this book for a 
long time. Is it like a child? 

I’m gonna go with that! I haven’t given birth myself, but 
man, at times it felt as if I was. I think of books as having 
a birthing process but maybe emerging as grandparents. 
Does that work?

Ambrosio says at one point, “When you put love and care and 
hundreds of years of history into a product like this one, you 
can taste all of it.” He goes on to say, “. . . if you asked me 
the secret, I’d say it was because we made it in our home, 
the old way, the way it had been made for hundreds of years. 
Perhaps in the United States you don’t know what it’s like to 
have old flavors, flavors from the past, from centuries before. 
But we lived with them every day here. My children know 
those flavors.” And then he finishes the point: “My mission is 
to make sure we don’t forget the old way.” It’s a great bit of 
the book for me. It makes me realize why I was so drawn to 
Páramo de Guzmán cheese back in the early ‘90s. He’s really 

summed up what we believe at Zingerman’s and about our 
pursuit of traditional food and flavor. Thoughts?

I think it’s absolutely no coincidence that I found this 
cheese here at Zingerman’s. I’m not sure many, if anyone 
else, in the country was selling Páramo de Guzmán at the 
time. You and Ambrosio are simpatico brothers, for sure.

You write about Ambrosio’s tale as being “the kind of fable in 
which everything, especially the hero, is bigger than life and 
thus takes on the quality of legend.” I think that kind of sums 
up the spirit of the whole story. Is Ambrosio a man of almost 
mythical proportion? 

For years, he was exactly that to me. And in order to fin-
ish the book, my greatest struggle was forcing myself to 
try to see him as a man, a person with flaws like all of us, 
but who as you say had this “mythical proportion,” and 
life philosophy, that I really needed to believe in.

You write that Páramo de Guzmán “was a visionary’s cheese: 
It cut to the heart of how (Ambrosio) felt a human being 
should eat.” It’s funny that twenty years later, here we are 
at Zingerman’s teaching visioning to the rest of the world, 
and this cheese that resonated with you and with me so long 
ago was very much a cheese that fits with that model. What 
makes you say it was a visionary’s cheese? 

Because it was an impossible cheese, too. It took some 
years to recover the recipe because it wasn’t written 
down. And it was hard to make. It relied on local sheep, 
Churra sheep, that produce less milk. And the milk was 
then rushed a quarter mile from the barn to the stable 
where they first made the cheese. And the curd of the 
cheese was cut quite small, which was time-consum-
ing and made it very dense. Ambrosio would take the 
cheese up to the cave for aging, but then he’d show up 
every day, to turn the wheels, too. The process of mak-
ing the cheese required care and attention, from the be-
ginning to the end. And as Ambrosio said, this process 
of pouring your love and care into something was also 
what you tasted when you tasted Páramo de Guzmán. It 
was the classic case of one person, rebelling, looking 
at a culture fattened on industrialized food, on cheese 
products spelled C-H-E-E-Z (Cheez Whiz, Cheez Doodles) 
and asking, Why can’t we make it like this, by hand, the 
old way? I think people tasted that in the cheese—and 
fell in love with it, too.

What’s it been like to come back to  
Zingerman’s twenty years later? 

Fantastic—and a bit of a mind-bend! I mean, look at this 
place. The Roadhouse. The Creamery. All the things you 
have going on. It feels as if that original seed, planted all 
those years ago, spurred an American movement that co-
incided with these bigger ideas about food that we now 
hold more commonplace. We want to know where our 
food comes from, and what the stories are. Talk about 
visionary: You guys really were here at the beginning, 
preaching all of this before it was fashionable! 

When all else is said and done, what would you like people to 
know about the book?

In reading it, I’d love for them to feel that sense of awe 
I have every time I go back to Guzmán, and spend time 
in Ambrosio’s presence because he’s such an immense, 
compelling character. I’d love for people to feel they’ve 
escaped the digital speed of our lives for a little bit, and 
been transported to a pretty magical place that exists up 
there on those Castilian highlands. I would hope that they 
might be embraced inside this story the way I was—as if 
sitting in a real telling room, listening to Ambrosio—and 
then feel the trapdoors open, until they’re lost in this 
otherworld where nothing really is exactly as it seems, 
where some of the deeper pains of life are alleviated by 
the pleasure of the stories that get told. 
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Piquillo peppers grow only in Navarre in the north of Spain, in the mountainous area up along the French bor-der. They’re small—about an inch or so across the top, may-be two inches long—triangularly shaped peppers. Freshly picked peppers are grilled over beechwood fires to char their thin red skin black. After cooling, they’re peeled—entirely by hand to protect the pepper’s incredible flavor. No water whatsoever is used during peeling (water is used in most commercial operations to speed the washing, but it rinses off much of the flavor 
along with the 
charred skin). 

Can a pepper 
really be that spe-

cial? The Spanish savor 
Piquillos so much so that 
they’ve regulated the use 
of the name; only real Piquillos from Navarre are allowed to use it. The Piquillo 

deserves the protection; it’s one of a kind. Piquillos will make you see red: a deep, rich, ruby red that shines and shimmers when you open the jar. Now taste for yourself; it’s like the luxurious, spicy red velvet melting in your mouth. The heat starts softly at the tip of your tongue and spreads out from there. OK, I confess. I’m in love with these peppers. But you will be too when you try ‘em. Almost anything you do with these Piquillo pimientos is pretty much guaranteed to taste great if you stick to simple preparations that feature their unique flavor. Try ‘em on a cheese sandwich; maybe aged Manchego or Zamorano on a crusty bread spread with some good olive oil and a few leaves of fresh arugula. In about ten minutes you can knock out an incredible hors d’oeuvre by stuffing Piquillos with fresh, creamy goat cheese and the run them under the broiler for a few minutes. Sometimes, when I can’t wait, I eat ‘em right out of the jar. Eat. Enjoy. 

WoodRoastedPiquilloPimientosThe King of Roasted Peppers

SephardicJewish

Cooking
AnIntroduction

Is this really happening? Thirteen years after I graduated from U of M here I am 

sitting down to write, what, when it really comes down to it, is a history paper on 

the cooking of the Sephardic Jews. Sorry, that’s “The Cooking of the Sephardic 

Jews.” Boy, I thought I was done with that stuff. Sitting up late in the grad library 

taking notes from book after book about obscure subjects like Russian anarchists. 

So... I’ve spent much of the last month sitting next to a stack of cookbooks trying 

to put together as much information as possible about the cooking of these “Span-

ish” Jews. History papers and footnotes aside (I never like footnotes anyway), 

now that I’ve probably got you wondering who, and what Sephardic Jews are— not 

to mention what they ate—let’s get to the “body” of this thing. 

TheExpulsionofJewsandSephardicCooking

The expulsion of the Jews from Spain had culinary consequences as well as politi-

cal and geographical ones. Hundreds of thousands of Spanish Jews left the Iberian 

peninsula and brought their rich cultural and culinary traditions to practically 

every other country of the Mediterranean. As they settled in each new area, the 

Sephardic Jews came upon local Jewish communities that had already been in 

these new places, thriving for generations. In Italy, for example, there was a com-

munity of Romaniote Jews with traditions as old as those of the newly arrived 

immigrants from Spain. Of course, each community has its own style of cooking. 

And, so, as the Sephardim settled into each new setting, they incorporated the 

local ingredients and styles of cooking into their own, well-developed cuisine. 

In so doing, they created not one, but a dozen, varied styles of Sephardic cook-

ing. Each retains the same basic set of Sephardic ingredients and flavors—lots of 

vegetables, rice, spices, nuts, etc. But to those they added many local specialties. 

JewishCookinginSpain

Before the expulsion, the Jews of Spain had quite a well-developed cuisine. Per-

haps the most famous Spanish Jewish dish was Adafina, the forerunner of modern 

day Spain’s cocido. Because cooking on the Sabbath was prohibited by Jewish 

law, Jews everywhere seem to develop some type of one dish casserole which 

could be put on the stove on Friday and left to heat overnight to be eaten on 

Saturday. In Eastern European Jewish cooking that dish was 

cholent. In Spain, it was adafina. The name adafina comes 

from the Arabic “dafana”, or “to cover”. Like the cocido, ada-

fina is a long cooking stew of many ingredients including chick-

peas, cabbage, sausage, lamb, chicken and much, much more. 

Cocido also includes pork sausage (chorizo) and ham. Adafina 

also includes a pelota or meat dumpling. After 1492 when cook-

ing food overnight or cooking without pork were considered 

signs of being a “hidden Jew,” conversos possibly added pork 

to their adafina in order to throw off the Inquisition. Today, 

cocido madrileno is a classic Spanish dish. Adafina is still made 

by Sephardic Jews in North Africa and elsewhere. 
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NewSpanishChorizo
After twenty years of frustration (resolvable only by getting on a plane and going to Spain or by resorting to illegal smuggling ac-tivity that I don’t recommend), real chorizo from Spain is finally available here in the U.S. Like authentic Prosciutto from Parma and Serrano Ham from Spain, it’s far, far more flavorful than the domestic alternatives that we’ve all been getting by with for so long. If you love the foods and flavors of Spain, or, if you’re as passionate as I am about tasting great charcuterie, you would most definitely do well to get a taste of this fantastic chorizo next time you have the chance. 

It comes from the Rioja region of northern Spain, the same spot that’s given us the world-famous wine (and also where our very excellent three-year old Rioja vinegar comes from). It’s made by a producer who’s been at it for over forty years, using 100 percent pure pork, plenty of Spanish paprika and garlic. If you haven’t yet had the plea-sure, make the acquaintance of this tasty sausage the next time you’re at the Deli—this is a huge improvement in flavor over any domestic alternative. There’s a spicy version and a mild one—each is excellent and because they’re so flavorful a little bit goes a long way. If you’re serving the sausage for hors d’oeuvre, be sure to serve at room temperature so that you can appreciate its full flavor. Add a bit of authentic Spanish savor to your eating experiences this month. 

In order to understand why I’d put tinned tuna 

on my list, you have to get out of the canned 

tuna mindset that most all of us were raised 

with here in the States. Because, while in this 

country it’s at the bottom of the purchasable 

prepared food list in terms of prestige, in Spain, 

tinned tuna is pretty much the cat’s meow in a 

good way—a good grocery will have an entire 

aisle of the stuff! 

All of these 

terrific tu-

nas come to 

us courtesy 

of the Ortiz 

family whose 

offices are in 

the town of Ondar-

roa on the Cantabrian Coast 

of the Basque Country. They’re a fifth genera-

tion fishing family that’s tinning some of the 

best tuna and anchovies around. There really 

is a difference—while quality may not be im-

mediately noticeable based on visuals alone, it’s 

very much apparent when you to get to eating. 

As with all fish, freshness is huge. The Ortiz folks 

are on the docks daily in season to buy from 

the best boats. All the tuna are line caught. All 

are excellent. The cooking, the packing and the 

entire operation are done with high attention 

to detail and very flavorful results. Here’s the 

rundown: 

Bonito is the top pick of almost every Basque 

I’ve ever asked. It’s albacore, white in color, 

mellow in flavor. Yellowfin is less highly prized 

in Spain but I actually like it better because the 

flavor is bigger. 

We’ve also got hold of a special Vintage Bonito. 

Few folks realize it, but tuna (and sardines, but 

not anchovies) actually gets better as it sits in 

tins or jars—the oil gradually penetrates the 

flesh of the fish further and further as it ages 

making for ever richer, more flavorful tuna in-

side. After enduring a series of pep talks—as in, 

“we really want to buy this from you!”—the Or-

tiz family started to pack for sale what they’d 

previously just done for themselves, and put 

up some of the best Bonito tuna each year to 

mature. We got the first batch in this past win-

ter and it’s already excellent. The cool thing is 

though that it continues to get better. Jacopo 

Múgica who’s worked for the Ortiz family for a 

long time now, says it will continue to improve 

in flavor for 14 or 15 years so if you like it buy 

it now and set it aside for special occasions 

down the road. 

Lastly, but definitely not least, we also have 

Ventresca which is a cut of the tuna, in fact 

it’s the richest part of the fish, the belly, a big 

delicacy in Spain, something most Americans 

have no idea even exists. But it does and it’s 

good and…put it on toast—skip the celery and 

the mayo. 

JamonSerranoOK, owning up, up front, this is 
NOT the best ham Spain has to 
offer. That is the Iberico Bellota 
(“acorn”) ham which has been 
so close to getting clearance to 
come over here to the States. 
Supposedly the Iberico hams 
will start coming in to us 
later this year but there’ve been so many holdups and holdovers and delays and what-

not that I’m not going to count my hams before 

they’re sliced. In the meantime, if you’re not in Spain with 

easy access to Iberico, Serrano is the stuff you want to 

be buying. While it’s true that this is a dry cured ham like 

prosciutto or American country ham, each is of course a 

ham unto itself just as varietal olive oils, wines or cheeses 

are going to be different from one area to the next. While 

Prosciutto di Parma is mellow and sweet, Serrano stands 

up straighter; not strong in the least, but definitely cured 

to be a bit bolder, a bit bigger in flavor. In truth I’d suggest 

serving the two together so that your guests can enjoy the 

contrast. (Throw in one of the American country hams we 

have in from Kentucky, Virginia or Iowa and you’ll really 

be rolling). Small slivers go a long way, whether you eat 

‘em on their own, or drop them in all sorts of vegetable 

dishes, as the Spaniards do, to add complexity of flavor. 

Everything may well be better with bacon but it’s pretty 

darned sensually good with dry cured ham too! 

TinnedTunaYouWon’tWanttoMiss

Superb Spanish Rice
Secret of Spanish Table Revealed

Calasparra: Perfect Paella Rice
An excellent rice for making a most excellent 
 traditional Spanish paella. Why?

In Spanish rice cookery there are three keys to  
assessing rice quality: 

(The absorption rate is critical because Spanish reci-
pes rarely call for cooking the rice in water as is done 
so often in Asian cooking, but rather in some sort of 
broth or at least with other ingredients. Consequent-
ly, the more liquid the grains can absorb without los-
ing their integrity, the better tasting the finished dish 
is going to be.)

On all three counts, Calasparra rice stands head and 
shoulders above standard-issue Spanish rice. Located 
in the mountains of Murcia along the Mundo and Se-
gura River valleys, Calasparra has been recognized 
for the quality of its rice for centuries. In 1986, Ca-
lasparra received Denomination of Origin protec-
tion from the Spanish government, guaranteeing that 
the name can be used only for rice grown within the 
defined geographic region. Look for the official seal 
on the package. It shows a drawing of an old map of 
Murcia, marking the town of Calasparra. Each bag 
is numbered to certify its authenticity. Still, despite 
the recognition, it’s sort of small potatoes in today’s 
production-oriented market. Calasparra accounts for 
only about 2,500 tons of rice a year (less than one 
percent of Spanish production). About three-quarters 
of this is consumed within Spain, where rice connois-
seurs recognize the name and the quality of the grain. 

1) The actual flavor of the rice 
grain itself

2) The rice’s ability to cook 
through to an “al dente” tex-
ture without turning mushy; in 
other words its “integrity”

3) The amount of broth the rice 
can absorb during its cooking

LaBomba
The Royalty of Spanish Rice

Those who want to take their pa-
ella a step higher, from excellent 
to outstanding, should definitely 
try Bomba rice. Almost never seen 
outside Spain, Bomba is considered 
by paella partisans to be the best 
of Spanish rices. I call it incred-
ible. A low-yielding, hard-to-grow, 
centuries-old variety, Bomba today 
accounts for only a tiny fraction of 
all the rice grown and cooked in 
Spain. Ours is organically grown in 
the Calasparra district in southern 
Spain, where high altitude and fast 
flowing mountain rivers contrib-
ute to its quality. Every cloth bag is 
hand stitched and then numbered, 
denoting its official Denomination 
of Origin status in the European 
Community. Bomba can take up 
three to four times the level of liq-
uid you’d use for standard Spanish 
rice without losing the integrity of 
its individual grains. So the bottom 
line is that Bomba rice will be four 
times more flavorful when it’s fin-
ished than standard Spanish fare; 
food writer Paula Wolfert calls it, 
“the crème de la crème.” Enrique 
Grau, a paella master from Valen-
cia, once told me that, “Spanish 
rice is very noble.” And the most 
noble—and most notable—of all 
Spanish rice is Bomba. 
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It’s basically little more than an afterthought in North America, but pa-

prika is an essential element of regional cooking in many parts of Spain. I 

love it ‘cuz it’s such an easy thing to use to add life to just about every kind 

of savory food you can think of. 

It’s funny that all these peppers have become such integral elements 

of Spanish cooking when there were no peppers in Europe before 

Columbus’ voyages at the end of the 15th century. But then I guess the 

same is true of tomatoes in Italy or paprika in Hungary…. So let’s just 

appreciate the transfer of agricultural products and the great fla-

vors that came out of them. Paprika, if you don’t already know, is 

made by drying fresh red ripe peppers, then grinding 

them into a powder. The quality of the paprika is,  

obviously, dependent on the quality of the pepper 

variety and skill of the growers and then the grind-

ing and handling work. 

The two best-known paprikas of Spain are pro-

duced on opposite ends of the country. Pimen-

tondelaVera, which has gotten to be quite fa-

miliar to American cooks over the last decade or 

so, comes from the west—it’s dried over smol-

dering oak logs and hence has a lovely smoky 

flavor. It really is pretty great; deeper than 

deep, compelling to its core. Because of 

the smokiness not everyone loves it, 

but those of us who do are pretty hard 

and fast fanatics. If you’re into getting 

hooked on powders of any sort, this is 

one that you can healthily and happily get 

addicted to.

The other paprika comes from off the east coast, from the region of 

Murcia to be exact. It’s a lot less known in this country, probably because it’s 

subtler in flavor and because—since it’s neither smoked nor spicy hot—it’s 

a lot less glamorous than the above-mentioned Pimenton de la Vera. But 

it’s really good and it’s unique. I love it for mashed potatoes, fresh fish, rice 

and just about anything else you can think of. Great with olive oil on toast-

ed bread from the Bakehouse. It’s also a key ingredient in one of my favor-

ite Spanish dishes—polpo gallego. Despite the fact that it lies at literally the 

farthest corner one could get from Murcia and still be in Spain, the region 

of Galicia is famous for octopus boiled, drained and then dressed with good  

olive oil, a touch of salt and lots of Murcian paprika. 

SpanishSaffronSo much to say on this subject, so little space—see, everyone’s heard of 

saffron, but I know that relatively few take the time to take it into their 

kitchens, mostly I think because of the fear factor that’s been driven 

into them over the years about it being too expensive and tricky to 

use and all that. But seriously, there’s not a whole lot more to cooking 

with saffron than there is most any other moderately inter-

esting ingredient. And there are few things that add 

the unique angle and flavor that saffron does. 
Really, for just dropping a few threads of 
it in a bowl of hot water and letting it 
steep for a few hours you can make 
saffron broth, season rice dishes, 
soups, stews, sauces, seafood or about fifty five hundred other things. Write this down—cook-ing with saffron is easy. Cooking with saffron is special. See Zing-erman’s Guide to Good Eating for 

much, much more on the subject. 

ManchegoCheese
DehesadeLosLlanos
I’m slightly reluctant to use one of my twenty-two top slots for Machego because it’s far 

and away the most famous of Spanish cheeses; everyone’s heard of it and the cheese 

is sold pretty much all over the US nowadays. That said, of course, there are about 142 

levels of Manchego quality, made worse still if you include the “Manchego” being sold 

here that looks like the real thing, yet that would never get past the authorities in Spain 

but is quietly exported in ever larger quantities. With that in mind, I guess I could safely 

say that Manchego is probably the most misused of Spanish cheese names—because it’s 

Spain’s most popular cheese and the Manchega sheep milk that must be used to make 

it is somewhat limited, there’s high incentive for less than scrupulous makers to fake it. 

And while all this confusion is annoying (so many people who try it and aren’t in love 

with it have never tasted a really good Manchego), we’ve recently gotten hooked up with 

a really good source for this cheese. What we’ve got on the counter right now is fitting 

squarely into the latter category. And since we’re only at the beginning of our relation-

ship with these folks, it’s only likely to get better. 

One element that makes the cheese so spe-
c i a l 

is the breed of the sheep, another is what 

the animals are eating. The sheep graze 

on the dehesa, huge fenced-in-from-

the-outside, basically still-wild-on-

the-inside lands that are filled with 

an interesting array of herbs and  

grasses, which makes for more much 

meaningful eating. Those in the know 

about Spanish food might recognize the 

term because it’s also a term frequently 

associated with the hogs of Western Spain 

that go on to become the incredible Iberico 

hams that we have coming in soon. 

The quality of the milk and the make are of course the 

keys—poorly made it can be bland, 

or even barnyardy, texturally it can be a 

bit pasty. The Manchego from Dehesa de los 

Llanos, by contrast, scores high in both texture and 

flavor. It has a slight graininess on the tongue that I re-

ally like. Its flavor is lively, meaty, light but long in the finish, 

like a good cured ham almost; paired up with some really good 

Jamon Serrano it would be superb. This is a special cheese 

with a long-standing tradition behind it.

  
 

 
 

 

APairofPaprikas
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PXSherryVinegar
fromSouthernSpain
I’ve been in love with this vinegar since we first found it ten years or so ago. So 
much so that I start to doubt myself and I start thinking that it can’t really be 
as good as I think I remember it to be. But I just went and retasted it the day 
before writing this and…lo and behold, it’s still incredibly excellent. 

PX is an old tradition in sherry country, one that’s only recently become 
known outside its home region. It’s made by adding a small quantity of very 
old (and very famous) Pedro Ximenez (hence the initials, “PX”) sherry to 
already great, well aged-sherry vinegar, then aging the two in tandem still 
further. If you’re into vinegars (which I obviously am), you really have to 
taste it. 

While there are now other brands of PX vinegar showing up from 
Spain, I still stand by this particular one because it just tastes bet-
ter. It was first released to us in limited quantities by the firm of 
Sanchez Romate whose vinegars we’ve been buying for nearly 
twenty years. They’ve won numerous awards over the years for 
their sherry, vinegar and their Cardinal Mendoza brandy. Don 
Juan Sánchez de la Torre, a well-known businessman and phi-
lanthropist, founded Sanchez Romate in 1781. We actually got 
the chance to sell this here because one of the top folks at 
Sanchez Romate saw a copy of Zingerman’s Guide to Good 
Vinegar and saw their label recommended in there. So he 
wrote and offered us the chance to sell this amazing stuff 
for the first time in the States. 

Made using the unique solera system that helps to make 
traditional sherry so special; it’s a method of continual 
blending (not unlike that done for traditional Balsamic) 
of younger vinegars with older ones. This limited release 
of PX vinegar comes from a solera started in the around 
1920; the wine which was added to it is from a solera 
started at the turn of the last century. You read that 
right—the wine is over a hundred years old, the vin-
egar over 80! I’m not joking when I say that this stuff is 
very special. Deep, rich, velvety vinegar flavors. Very 
slightly sweet I suppose but mostly almondy, interest-
ing, excellent. Long, long finish. Lush. Lovely. 

Crystal– 
TheFoieGrasofPeppersIn one of those good parts of globalization, I actually discovered these for the 

first time last year when I was in Australia. (So, let’s see, peppers came from 
Central America, went to Spain with Columbus, were perfected there over 
many centuries, exported to Australia where they’re found by an American 
from Ann Arbor, who goes to Spain to learn about them then brings them back 
to the American Midwest…). I’d never heard of them even though we’ve been 
buying from the exact same supplier my Aussie contacts were for something 
like…twenty years! Let me tell you, if I were into regret and worrying (which I 
used to be as a youth but no longer am now) I’d expend a seriously enormous 
amount of energy feeling bad about how many jars of these incredible peppers 
I’ve missed out on eating over the last two decades. Even in Spain, the Crystals are hard to come by. “Everyone makes Piquillos,” one local told me. “But only a few do the Crystal.” Their high cost is, not surprisingly, tied to the rarity of the pepper, and even more especially so, to the labor involved in making them. “When it’s roasted the flesh is so thin it’s like paper,” explained one pro-ducer. “We use tiny little knives to scrape the skins off.” And it’s a lot of scraping—each little jar contains an entire kilo (over two pounds) of raw red peppers.

Although they come from the same area (Na-varre), the Crystal (remember it’s Spanish so it’s pro-nounced “Kree-STAHL”) is a completely different pepper from the Piquillo. In 
their fresh state the Crystal are actually larger, with four little bumpy points up 
at the top. After being picked each autumn they’re roasted over beechwood as 
they have been for many centuries. 
To get to the heart of the matter, to my taste, the Crystals are basically the foie 
gras of the pepper world. They’re so super rich, so delicious, so good that I 
ate a whole jar’s worth in one sitting while in Spain. Basically I ate ‘em with a 
spoon, a touch of sea salt and a bit of olive oil. Slices of toast if you like. That’s 
it. Something special to grace any table, Spanish or otherwise. 

Iberico Bellota  
Ham is here  
from Spain 
S PA I N ’ S  B E S T  H A M  W O R K S  I T S  WAY  W E S T

OncebannedintheU.S.,nowavailable

forthefirsttimeinalmost30years!

How good is Iberico bellota ham? So good that even people who you’d never expect to acknowledge 

anything but “their own” product as being the best, place (shockingly so, I think) it at the top of their lists. 

Although I’ve never actually heard one say it in person, I’ve been told that even some Italians will acknowl-

edge the supremacy of Iberico ham. Superstar French chef Joël Robuchon, in reference to Iberico hams, has 

openly stated that, “The ham and pork of Spain are the best in the world.” Coming from a Frenchman this 

seems almost an act of cultural treason, akin to a New Yorker admitting that they’d gotten a better pastrami 

sandwich in Michigan than in Manhattan (that’s just a “for instance” of course). 

On a personal level I’ll say that Iberico bellota hams are easily twice as good as any of the other great (and 

there are many) cured hams I’ve ever had. To my eating experience at least, it’s pretty much unmatched—

intense, meaty, long lasting, buttery, big, bold. The bellota are cured for 36 months (by contrast, the 

regular —but still exceptional—Iberico hams are cured for 18 months).

As you’ve probably guessed, I love this ham so much that I have a lot more to say about it and about the 

incredible folks at Fermin who have been essential in getting it to our shores after all these years. Come by 

the Deli and ask for a taste and help us celebrate this momentous occasion. 

Finally! 

$200/lb.
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Marqués de Valdueza  
from Merida
As a history major I have to admit to being 

moderately biased toward this oil—you’d 

be hard pressed to find any product that’s 

a whole lot more rooted in family and 

national history than this. The fam-

ily—formally known as the House of 

Alvarez de Toledo— has been a fixture 

in Spanish history for something like 

ten centuries, so I can’t tell you that it’s 

some romantic rags to riches story. For 

the last nine hundred years, the fam-

ily has been hugely successful and has 

stayed that way.

The current Fadrique Álvarez de Toledo, 

my compatriot in the culinary world and 

the man who’s pushed so hard to get this 

excellent olive oil going, is the 9th genera-

tion to formally carry the family crest. De-

spite the centuries of family fame, Fadrique 

really is a very down-to-earth guy. “Nice” 

sounds simplistic but that’s what he is, so why not say 

it? If you’re looking for it on the map, it’s way out west, 

a bit west of the historic stonewalled town of Merida, and 

something like 25 miles or so east of the Portuguese border.

Look at the agricultural end of things: the trees are grown with 

great care, with wider row spacing than most of the huge com-

mercial farms that have been planted in the southern part of the 

country. The olives for the Valdueza oil (they make others, but that’s the top of 

the line), are picked by hand, and taken from the tree quite early in the autumn 

(especially by old line Spanish standards) when yields are significantly lower. But 

the flavor of the oil is much more interesting. Because the milling is done right 

on the farm, the fruit is harvested and then taken in for pressing and centrifuging 

within an hour of when it leaves the tree. The oil is carefully stored, as one would 

great wine, in nitrogen flush stainless tanks.

The Valdueza oil is very well made and it shows. No defects, long finish, good 

complexity. It’s made from a unique blend of four different varietals that grow 

on the farm—by going in person last year I got to taste each of the varietals on 

its own, as well as the finished Valdueza coupage. Hojiblanca and Picual are stan-

dard varietals from southern Spain and are not uncommon out west as well. The 

former brings a soft, warm, nutty, buttery flavor; the latter offers hints of arti-

choke, green asparagus, a bit of earthiness and a touch of black pepper in the 

finish. Arbequina arrived in the region only recently, planted for its good yields 

and round soft flavor. Here in Extremadura, at least on the Toledo de Alvarez fam-

ily farm, it tastes a bit different than what I’ve experienced in Catalonia where it 

typically comes from—less appley, more olivey. Most interesting to me, though, is 

the oil from the Morisca olives, which are unique to the area; offering a fair bit of 

pepper, and interesting fruit, almost apricot in a way, with a touch of green grass 

and green tomato in there too.

You’ll want to use it for finishing: at the table to drizzle on great greens from the 

market, on top of a bit of roasted meat or vegetables, at lunch at the family hunt-

ing house, where they served an entire meal in which it was featured in every 

dish. The highlight, I think, for me were the potatoes, tossed with a lot of the oil 

and a bit of salt, then roasted at high heat ‘til they had a bit of a golden brown 

crust and a whole lot of flavor.

Marino’s Oil from the Sierra de Gata
This oil is really pretty much a prototype for what we like to sell here at Zinger-

man’s—great flavor, fantastic people, and a great story line, all packed into one 

very limited and very tasty product. And it’s the gentlest and most elegant of this 

bunch of Spanish oils.

I should share up front that this oil is made in such small quantities that I’m ac-

tually slightly reluctant to talk about it here. But the thing is that the man who 

makes it—Mariano Sanz Pech—is such a wonderful person, such a staunch cham-

pion of traditional foods, and his oil is so distinctive, his entire food- and tradi-

tion-loving family so fantastic, that I want to give credit where credit is due even 

if supplies are short.

I think that because it comes from the rather rugged, “wild” west of Spain, the 

connotation is that the oil from the area will be big, bold and rather outlandish. 

But it’s really quite the opposite. Tasting the oil is, actually, much like meeting 

Mariano. It starts out softly, down to earth but still surprisingly suave, almost 

sweet. But, as you spend more time with it you realize that it’s well grounded, 

complex, anything but one-dimensional, with a surprisingly peppery and rather 

opinionated finish that comes up gradually in the background and doesn’t back 

away quickly. I’ve used it on salads, with grilled vegetables, or on cooked beans 

(a favorite of the region), or in soups. Pour it onto a thick slice of toasted country 

bread, sprinkle on a pinch of sea salt and add a couple roasted red Piquillo pep-

pers from the Spanish Basque country.

Castillo de Canena oil from Andalucia
The last, biggest, boldest and most recently acquired of this quintet of top quality, 

cutting-edge Spanish oils. The Canena oil comes here from Jaén, in the southwest-

ern region of Andalucia, the area of Spain that produces more oil than any other, 

by far. While there are oodles of oils out there from that area, most, to my taste, 

are less than compelling. The Canena oil, by contrast, is the opposite of that—I 

liked it so much the first time I tried it two year ago, I couldn’t let go if the idea of 

getting it over here to Ann Arbor. Given that we have access to literally hundreds 

of good oils, and that we receive probably samples of ten or twelve more every 

month, I guess my determination to get this one here speaks well for the oil. It 

really is, I think, pretty excellent.

The Canena oil is made from Picual olives, the variety that’s unique to this region 

of the world. The Picual produces distinctive oil, generally very earthy and big of 

flavor. Unfortunately, in too many cases that earthiness can take over, yielding oil 

that sounds like it should be good but, in honesty, I’ve just never loved. I’ve prob-

ably tasted hundreds of Picual oils from Andalucia over the last twenty years, but 

the Canena oil is not only likeable, it’s one that got me as passionate as I’ve been 

on this region’s offerings. What grabbed my attention with the Canena oil is that 

it’s got all the things I like about this sort of oil—it’s earthy, it’s well-rounded, it’s 

big, but still really balanced. Its aroma is pretty amazing, and the finish is really 

very fine. 
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If you check in with some of the most serious sardine lovers 

in the US, say, ten years from now, and ask them to name the 

go-to spot to find their favorite forms of these delicious little 

fish, I will forecast that at least eight out of ten are going tell 

you they do their sardine shopping at Zingerman’s. That’s right. 

Zingerman’s—in landlocked Ann Arbor—will have ascended to 

become one of the centers of the specialty sardine trade. And 

while our sardine-centric reputation is destined to spread over 

the next few years, we’ve already got an amazing, world class, 

one-of-a-kind sardine selection on hand today. 

Which means that if you’re looking for the best of the best you’ll 

want to head down to Detroit St. (or go online to zingermans.

com) where on any given day you’ll find many different types 

of tinned and jarred sardines from a dozen different producers 

in almost that many countries. 

The sardine selection at the Deli right now is already deeper 

and more delicious that it’s ever been. If you enter through the 

front door, you’ll find it immediately on your left. All of the 

sixteen different varieties are worth trying—as you probably 

already know, if we don’t like ‘em we won’t stock ‘em— but 

these glass-jarred beauties from the Ortiz family in the Basque 

Country in Spain are at the top of my personal list right now. I 

could—and have been—eating them very regularly ever since 

we got them in for the first time about eight months ago. 

While I understand that sardines may not seem a particularly 

scintillating subject to those who aren’t as in love with them 

as I am, I will assure you that putting a jar of these beauties in 

front of a sardine lover will probably get you more attention 

than you would with one of those beautiful, dry-aged steaks 

cut from Cornman Farms’ pasture-raised beef we serve up at 

the Roadhouse or a bar of the incredible Vietnamese chocolate 

from the Deli. The Ortiz sardines are, I say with confidence, tru-

ly that beautiful. Silvery, glistening through the glass through 

the golden green olive oil in which they’re packed—I can guar-

antee that every sardine lover will be at the least intrigued, 

and more likely than not, anxious to open the jar and eat some. 

These particular sardines from northern Spain are one of 

those really amazing offerings that are sure to attract—and 

then hold—the attention of every little fish lover that tries 

them. Prepared and packed by the Ortiz family on Spain’s 

Cantabrian coast, they really are pretty incredible. I probably 

shouldn’t have been surprised that they’re as good as they 

are—Ortiz has been Spain’s premier producer of tinned tuna, 

anchovies and other small fish for over a century and is cur-

rently being run by the fifth generation of the family. Their 

products are recognized by pretty much everyone who pays 

attention to these sorts of things as some of THE best any-

where! If you’re looking for tinned fish, Ortiz would be the 

BMW of the tinned fish world; classy, stylish, smooth riding, 

very high quality—they’re definitely the can of choice for con-

noisseurs of these sorts of things. 

For some reason that I haven’t yet ascertained, these special 

sardines fell out of the Ortiz’s production for many decades. 

Last year the family restarted the sardine packing. And, as you 

can tell, I’m very, very happy that they did. Aside from looking 

really beautiful, the sardines taste terrific. They’re produced 

according to an old French recipe that dates to 1824, back to 

the earliest years of preserving fish in jars or tins. As with their 

tuna and anchovies, the Ortiz folks are very finicky about the 

fish they select; they use only true pilchards, the most prized 

of the many species of small fish that are canned around the 

world as “sardines.” They cook and pack only fresh sardines, 

hence production is seasonal; they have only about three 

months to pack sardines for the year.

The freshly landed fish are taken from the dock directly 

to the plant in the village. There they’re cleaned, fried 

in extra virgin olive oil and then left to stand for a few 

hours in order to drain the naturally occurring water 

that they still contain. This makes the sardines mel-

lower, more delicate in texture than others on the market. 

(By contrast most middle of the pack commercial canneries—

though nothing we carry—use frozen fish. This changes the 

texture and flavor significantly. They cook them with steam 

once they are put in the tins, then add the oil, tomato or other 

sauces. All the water that was inside the sardines remains in 

the tin, reducing quality and eating enjoyment.) The Ortiz fam-

ily prepares them a l’ancienne; tender from cooking skin and 

bones still on, you get the traditional soft, delicate but meaty 

texture and also all the calcium and Omega-3s as well. Finally 

they’re hand packed with extra virgin olive oil in glass jars.

What do you do with such amazing sardines? Well the easy an-

swer is, you eat them. I put them on salads with great frequen-

cy. I eat them on pasta—try ‘em with either a fennel scented 

tomato sauce or, equally excellent, with a few spoonfuls of 

olive or caper paste and some grated bread crumbs over top. 

They’re fantastic on the traditional insalata pantesca—the tra-

ditional salad of the caper growing island of Pantelleria off the 

coast of Sicily. Cooked potatoes, cherry tomatoes, a bit of sliv-

ered red onion, a handful of black olives, and of course, plenty 

of capers. Toss the lot with a bit of your favorite wine vinegar 

(I love the Txakoli vinegar that hails from the Basque Country, 

not far up the road from the Ortiz factories), a touch of sea salt, 

a little crushed dried oregano and plenty of extra virgin olive 

oil and let stand for about half an hour to allow the flavors to 

come to together. Lay the sardines over top and serve. 

The Ortiz (or of course any of our) sardines are also delicious 

laid atop a bed of the spicy harissa we get in from the Mah-

joub family in Tunisia. Just pour a bit of good extra virgin olive 

oil into the bottom of a salad bowl, then put down a generous 

amount of the harissa. The vermillion color of the harissa will 

look beautiful against the light green-gold background of the 

oil. Lay the sardines over top, sprinkle on a touch of sea salt 

and a grind of good black pepper and enjoy with a nice piece 

of warm Paesano bread in hand. 

Superb Sardines 
from Spain
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Txakoli VinegarRarely seen but really, really good vinegar from the Basque 

Country in northern Spain. We spent, literally, nearly three 

years working to get this special, small production vinegar 

over here; I’m glad we did because I’ve been partaking of it 

regularly since it arrived. Made mostly from the indigenous 

Basque grape variety Hondarribi Zuri, Txakoli (pronounced 

CHA-koh-lee) is the everyday wine of the region. The wine 

itself is fresh, light, a bit honey-like, but without being at 

all too sweet. It’s the work of a winemaker by the name of 

Emilio Lunegas, who set to work on it nearly ten years ago. 

Señor Lunegas and his colleagues make only about 1200 li-

ters of the vinegar a year—it’s a story you’ve heard around 

here so many hundreds of times over the years that should 

probably make it into some sort of Zingerman’s mantra: sup-

ply is small, flavor is really big, I love it, and I hope you will 

too. It’s not like anyone needs this vinegar to live, but it sure 

is delicious and a great gift for anyone you know who likes 

special stuff. 
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SEPTEMBER
Bridgewater
$9.99/ea. (reg. $11.99/ea.)

The Bridgewater is one of the Creamery’s 
most flavorful cheeses.  Made from fresh 
cow’s milk, this super-rich double cream 
is spiked with cracked and whole black 
Telicherry peppercorns for a full-flavored 
peppery zing that perfectly complements 
the slight citrus and gentle mushroom 
notes of the paste. It sports a fluffy white 
penicillium mold rind, and its round shape 
and black Telicherry peppercorn garnish 
makes it look like a snowball.

Serving Suggestions
When young, the cheese is best with unfla-
vored crackers or oatcakes.  It also makes 
an excellent addition to sauces.  As it ages, 
it develops a flinty texture and the pepper 
becomes more pronounced.  At this age, 
it is great sprinkled over salads or pasta, 
soups and sauces, and of course, all 

by itself! For a deca-
dent holiday treat, 

pair the Bridge-
water with a cit-
rus-y Bourbon or  

strong Madeira!

OCTOBER
Liptauer
$12.99/lb. (reg. $15.99/lb.)

In our never-ending effort to bring back 
great flavors of days of yore, we’re excited 
to offer up this taste of Hungarian tradition. 
To make Liptauer (pronounced “Lip-tower”) 
we start with a base of our Farm Cheese, 
spice it up with fresh garlic, Hungarian 
paprika, capers, toasted caraway and just a 
touch of anchovy. It’s moderately spicy and 
exceptionally complex, with a big burst of 
flavor in every bite!

Serving Suggestions
Liptauer is great 
on rye bread 
from Zingerman’s 
Bakehouse, on 
bagels, used as 
veggie dip or hors 
d’oeuvre, or as the 
base for spicy finger 
sandwiches. Since 
the cheese is quite 
powerful, you’ll 
want to grab a stout or a heavy-duty IPA 
to complement it.

For the past 8 years, we’ve been providing abundant harvests to Zingerman’s 
Roadhouse, growing tomatoes by the ton and raising goats galore. In 2014 we’ll 
open our own pastoral event venue with a lovingly restored pre-civil war  
Dinner Barn, Farmhouse & Grounds designed for weddings, bar and bat mitz-
vahs, family reunions, birthdays, anniversaries and hosting hands-on educa-
tional tours! Our roots are deep in Washtenaw County.

We welcome you, your family and friends to celebrate on our farm  
and to learn about sustainable farming & seasonal eating!

1. I CAN SEE IT HAPPENING
When we first opened Zingerman's in 1982, 
we sold just a handful of American-made 
cheeses. Today, we turn away American 
cheeses that are better than most of what 
was available when we first opened. There 
are so many wonderful, hand-crafted chees-
es being made in this country that we’re 
hard-pressed to keep our selection at a 
manageable level. 

The energy, the interest, the commitment 
to better American cheese is all around me. 
I can see it in the cheesemakers. There’s 
more of them all the time, more committed 
to making the best-tasting cheese they can 
make. I can see it in the people who come 
to Zingerman’s to buy cheese. They’re inter-
ested, they’re intrigued, they want to learn, 
they like to taste. They like to eat good 
cheese.

2. THE AMERICAN  
ABILITY TO CHANGE
As a nation, we often have a hard time com-
ing to consensus. But once we decide that 
we're going to do something, we do it faster 
than almost any people on earth. You can 
see it with American wines. Forty years ago, 
the French laughed at them. Today they sell 
our wines in Paris. American cheeses are 
on the road to greatness, too. And they're 
moving fast. 

3. THE AGE OF LIMITS  
IS UPON US
There's a lot of talk these days of "American 
decline" the "end of an era." H ow terrible 
it is that we have to "accept limits." I beg to 
differ. Times change. And change can be very 
good thing. The truth is that we aren't pio-
neers anymore. There are no more plains to 
cross. We can't conquer nature. There is an 
age of new limits upon us. But as we accept 
these new limits of our lives, we are now 
free to look inward, to examine the spiritu-
al, to embrace the smaller—but in some ways 
finer—things in life. Appreciating nature 
instead of trying to conquer it. Eating and 
enjoying great food is one of those things. 
Our fixation with making bigger cheeses is 
giving way to a commitment to making bet-
ter cheeses. Quality can pass quantity as the 
measure of our success.

4. THE ECONOMY
It may well be that my generation and the 
generations which follow will not be able to 
afford to buy bigger houses or fancier cars 
than our parents did. But we can definitely 
eat better. Food is one of the most afford-
able luxuries there is. We might not be able 
to afford a new Cadillac, but we can certain-
ly savor a great cheddar or an exceptional 
hunk of Detroit Street Brick cheese.

5. ONCE YOU SHOW THEM  
PARIS IT'S HARD TO GET   
THEM BACK ON THE FARM
Lord knows, we've eaten a lot of mediocre 
food in this country in the last 50 years. But 
look around and you'll see that better tast-
ing, fresher, more flavorful food is appear-
ing all around you. And once we get used 
to eating good food, we won't want to go 
back. If you've come to love real Roquefort, 
you won't go back to bags of     “blue cheese 
crumbles.” 

October is

Specials
Available at the Creamery cheese shop at 3723 Plaza Drive  
and at the Deli on Detroit Street 

PickupyourAmericanCheeseSocietyPassportfor
$10atZingerman’sCreameryonPlazaDriveandenjoy

greatdealsongreatcheeseallmonthlong.

We’ll feature a different cheese every day of the 
month at a special discount. That means 31 great 

American cheeses in all, from our award-winning 
Detroit Street Brick to the amazing Marieke Gou-

da from Wisconsin to Old Kentucky Tomme 
from Indiana (of all places!), Queso de Mano 

from Colorado and 27 more. 

All proceeds benefit the American Cheese 
Society Education Foundation.

AMERICAN CHEESE MONTH!

Five Reasons Why I'm Convinced That  
American Cheese is on the Road to Greatness

A Personal and PrOfeSsioNal  
PerspEctive On 

AMERICAN CHEESE

New Event Space Opens In May 2014!

For more info, email  
cornmanevents@zingermans.com  
or call 734-619-8100

For regular updates,  
check us out on Facebook  
@ Zingerman’s Cornman Farms.
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Gauri Thergaonkar,  
ZingTrain Community Builder

HereatZingTrain,we’reall
aboutteachingandtraining!
Our training content comes from distilling what 
Zingerman’s has learned from being in business 
for 30 years - organizational systems and recipes, 
training tools, leadership techniques - we share 
them all with you in public 2-day seminars and 
4-hour workshops at our training facility in Ann 
Arbor. 

Our trainers also travel and have worked with 
clients all over the country from every walk of 
life to create training customized to target spe-
cific needs. Since ZingTrain moved into our new 
training facility in August 2012, we are also able 
to offer what is, hands down, our favorite way to 
deliver customized training: to host you, in our 
training space here in Ann Arbor, delivering con-
tent developed in collaboration with you!

As trainers, what is it that we love about Private 
Seminars?

We can create customized versions of any of our 
seminars to suit your specific needs –we can mix 
and match, add a deeper dive into an area of 
particular interest or help you develop concrete 
implementation plans.

Private Seminars are a way of harnessing the 
power of learning as a team as well as the ad-
vantages of getting away from the office to do 
focused work. 

We are not only able to deliver great training, 
we’re able to deliver a great overall Zingerman’s 
experience. Yes, that includes great food!

You can see the principles taught in the classroom 
being played out in real life; see how we walk the 
talk. 

Our training space is a fun, funky space that was 
designed for training. We love being in it and 
think you will too.

If you’re interested in a little bit more than just 
learning, we can arrange dinner for your team at 
Zingerman’s Roadhouse, tours of the other Zing-
erman’s businesses, or explore the possibility of 
a special product tasting or other food related 
class.

We could go on, but we thought it would be bet-
ter to ask one of our first Private Seminar clients 
what he thought about the whole experience. 

Sharing Zingerman’s 
Unique Approach to Business

THE BENEFITS OF BOOKING  
A PRIVATE SEMINAR

INTRODUCING THE  
ZINGTRAIN SPEAKER SERIES!

The ZingTrain Speaker Series is a series of presentations and conversations in which we bring 
you experts from every dimension of the business world to share their particular insights and 

perspectives on important aspects of business, leadership and entrepreneurship. 

The series debuts on September 25th with Zingerman’s co-founder  

Ari Weinzweig speaking about Creativity. 

Presented bi-monthly, future presentations will feature such thought leaders
 • $50 as Joe Knight, Catherine Juon and more. 

to register, visitwww.zingtrain.com 

Gauri Thergaonkar - Tell us a little bit about 
your business.

Andy Rosenzweig - Merit Network is the 
research and education network organiza-
tion in Michigan. We are a nonprofit cor-
poration owned by the state’s public uni-
versities and have the mission of providing 
leading-edge network services for educa-
tion and research in Michigan. We operate 
a statewide network that provides Internet 
service for about 250 organizations in the 
state, and offer many other related IT ser-
vices. Our Professional Learning program, 
which I manage, presents educational 
events of all types to benefit our members, 
with topics typically geared toward IT pro-
fessionals at those institutions.

GT - How did you hear about Zingtrain?

AR - I’ve been a fan of Zingerman’s Deli al-
most since its beginning and have always 
appreciated the way Zingerman’s commu-
nicates about its products and business. 
The growth of the Zingerman’s Community 
of Businesses concept has been interest-
ing to watch, and I’ve kept an eye on sto-
ries about the various new enterprises. I 
noted the formation of ZingTrain a few 
years back and kept it in mind as an or-
ganization to engage with sometime. I’ve 
from time to time picked up fliers and bro-
chures about ZingTrain while visiting the 
businesses, and a few years ago bought Ari 
Weinzweig’s book on the Zingerman’s ser-
vice philosophy – The Art of Giving Great 
Service.

GT - What was your first “encounter” with 
ZingTrain?

AR - Most of the topics in our Professional 
Learning program are technical in nature, 
but we also know that IT organizations 
have interests in general business issues 
like project management and team devel-
opment. I thought that the Art of Giving 
Great Service course would be an interest-
ing addition to our calendar; it would be of 
value to many IT departments, especially 

those with front-line staff. So I contacted 
ZingTrain by email to describe our inter-
ests and to find out if it would be possible 
to schedule a private course that we could 
make available to our members. 

GT - What did you think about ZingTrain 
when you first encountered us?

AR - My initial interactions were everything 
I expected—responsive, helpful and enthu-
siastic. After my initial email I was contact-
ed by Ann Lofgren, who provided informa-
tion by email and also suggested a phone 
conversation. Those steps answered my 
questions and showed that we could effec-
tively offer the Art of Giving Good Service. 
Ann provided a proposal and we scheduled 
a private course for several months later.

GT - What happened next?

AR - There turned out to be significant in-
terest in the class from Merit’s own manag-
ers and staff. The class ultimately consist-
ed of about half Merit staff and half from 
several of our member organizations. All 
shared an interest in upping the level of 
customer service in their operations, and 
viewed the course as a good way to learn 
effective new techniques. As the course ap-
proached, ZingTrain staff worked with us 
to survey attendees about their needs and 
expectations. ZingTrain also communicated 
with us about general logistics.

GT - Why did you choose to have ZingTrain 
do a private seminar for your team?

AR - As a Zingerman’s customer I have had 
years of experience receiving exceptional 
service in a notably consistent manner. 
Ari’s book on giving great service described 
the real-world development of the con-
cepts and gave me confidence that Zing-
Train would offer an excellent curriculum 
and training experience. Having several 
people attend from our organization al-
lowed colleagues to discuss the material 
after the course and collaborate on imple-
menting new approaches.

GT - Would you please describe the private 
seminar experience for us? What did you 
like best about it?

AR - When we arrived, each person was 
greeted by the instructors and directed to 
an assigned seat—with attendees arranged 
so as to mix departments and organizations 
for maximum exposure to new ideas. A 
great breakfast spread was ready when we 
arrived. The training facility is bright, com-
fortable and attractive and provided an ef-
fective setting for the course. Among things 
that our attendees enjoyed most:

* The instructors were experi-
enced, organized and enthusiastic.

* The curriculum provided excel-
lent tools, meaningful examples 
and lots of opportunity for discus-
sion and learning from each other.

* The materials were well pro-
duced and provided a great take-
away for further study.

* Of course, the food. There’s no 
other training organization that 
can match that added bonus. 
While it’s not as important as the 
educational content, having great 
and interesting food helps inspire 
enthusiasm and creativity.

Overall, we all felt very well taken care of 
and had a great learning experience. We’re 
planning to do it again.

AchatwithAndyRosenzweig,Professional
LearningManagerattheMeritNetwork,and
ZingTrainClientonhowhehasusedourtraining

Interested in setting up a 
Private Seminar for your business? 

Call us at 734.930.1919  
or email us at  

zingtrain@zingermans.com
Visitourwebsiteatwww.zingtrain.com

foralistingoftheseminarsweoffer.

First Session! 
Ari Weinzweig  
on Creativity

Wed. Sept 25 • 7:30-9:30am • $50
at our space at 3728 Plaza Drive
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Rugelach
Rugelach (“rugel” means royal in Yiddish) is the royalty of tradition-
al Jewish pastries. We make a butter and cream cheese dough and 
wrap it around very special fillings. Our handsome gift box is filled 
with a pound of these royally good cookies. Choose from half dark 
chocolate ganache & half red raspberry preserve or half apricot & 
half currant walnut.

Marvelous Mandelbread
Biscotti’s Eastern European cousin! “Mandel” means almonds in 
Yiddish, and these are loaded—not laced but literally loaded—
with toasted almonds. Made with sweet butter, fresh eggs, lots of  
fresh orange and lemon zest and scented with real vanilla.  
Just the aroma alone is enough to make us excited about these tra-
ditional cookies.

Almond Kifli 
An irresistible Hungarian treat. The name kifli originally referred 
to the crescent shape and to savory breads in this shape (it was 
the precursor to the croissant!). It is available in many parts of 
Europe by different names. This particular cookie is very popular 
in Hungary and Austria today. Ours are made with ground almonds 
and real vanilla bean. They’re addictive, so watch out! 

SweEt Treats for the New Year  
frOm Zingerman’s Bakehouse 

These boxes makes great host gifts for the holiday!Whole Roasted Harnois' Chicken
Tasty free-range chickens from Harnois and Son 
Farm. Roasted whole with lemons and  
fresh herbs. 

Roast Beef Brisket
Longtime staple of the Deli. 
Marinated and braised for hours 
with herbs and garlic. Served thick 
sliced with a side of beef gravy.

Lamb and Honey Stew
Straight from the Zingerman’s Guide to Good  
Eating (pg. 378), lamb slow-cooked with rosemary 
honey, Spanish saffron and organic potatoes  
from Tantré Farm. 

Jewish Chicken Broth
Traditional Jewish chicken broth made daily with 
free-range chickens, celery, onion and parsley, 
slowly simmered, then strained for a clear broth.

Handmade Gefilte Fish
Made in our kitchen from freshwater fish, matzo 
meal, fresh eggs, sea salt & white pepper, then 
poached in fish broth. Also available in a gluten-free 
version.

Sweet Carrot Tzimmes
Special Rosh Hashanah edition of tzimmes made with 
sweet organic carrots from Tantré Farm and slow-
cooked with dried fruit and spices. We are making a 
big Tzimmes!

Matzo Balls
Homemade from matzo meal and chicken schmaltz.  

 
 

Fresh Horseradish
Ground fresh in our kitchen and made with Gingras 
organic apple cider vinegar.

Herb-Roasted Potatoes
Organic potatoes from Tantré Farm tossed 
in olive oil, rosemary, thyme, sea salt and 
tellicherry black pepper, then roasted.

Chopped Liver
Chicken livers with caramelized onions and hard-

boiled eggs. Ari’s grandmother’s recipe and the one 
we’ve been making at the Deli since we first started. 

Potato Kugel
One of our all-time favorites; a smooth batter of 
potatoes & onions, with just a little matzo meal, eggs 
& schmaltz.

Noodle Kugel
Traditional noodle “pudding” of Al Dente egg 
noodles, fresh farmer’s cheese from Zingerman’s 
Creamery, plump raisins and a hint of vanilla.

Tupelo Honey
White Tupelo Honey from Moonshine Trading Co. in 
Florida. The honey is amazingly smooth & pourable. 
It has a balanced sweetness that hints 
of green apple. It is the perfect 
honey for dipping. 

Baked Potato Knish
A modern version of the classic Jewish pastry stuffed 
with golden potatoes, onions and herbs.

Smoked Whitefish Salad
Made with whitefish from the Great Lakes of Michi-
gan and loads of Calder Dairy sour cream, fresh dill 
and fresh lemon juice. A Deli classic for years.

This is just a small sample of the feast we’re preparing. Go to 
www.zingermansdeli.com to see the complete menu and call 734.663.3400 to order!

Let the Deli Do the Cooking this Holiday! 

Available for pick up starting Wednesday, September 4 at noon • Call 734.663.3400 to order

Erev Rosh Hashanah Is September 4

Bring home A limited  
edition Rosh Hashanah  
Super Zzang! bar

Try the treat the Oprah called  
“Chewy, crunchy, sweet, salty, and  
highly addictive—this luscious  
handmade candy bar puts the 
 vending machine stuff to shame.” 

ROSH HASHANAH SPECIALS

HOLIDAY SPECIALS ONLY AROUND FOR A LIMITED TIME!

Available Sept 1-14

Buckwheat Honeycake
Made from a long list of luscious ingredients including a healthy help-
ing of buckwheat honey from a beekeeper in the Pacific Northwest. 
With a big, bold, fruity flavor, the buckwheat honey adds extra zip. 
Add in freshly cracked eggs, golden raisins, toasted almonds, fresh 
orange and lemon zest, cinnamon, cloves, ginger, nutmeg and a few 
secret ingredients and you’ll get the New Year off to a good start.

Moroccan Challah 
A sensually spicy North African way to ring in the New Year, this is 
the challah of the Moroccan Jewish community. Rich, egg-based dough 
sweetened with honey woven into a beautiful five-braid loaf and then 
rolled in magnanimous amounts of anise, poppy and sesame seeds.

Challah Turbans 
These challah “turbans” come in small and large sizes and two variet-
ies! With or without Myer’s Rum-soaked raisins.

Flodni
A Jewish Hungarian specialty for the holiday. Buttery pastry layered 
with three distinct fillings: honey poppy seed, raisin walnut, and cin-
namon apple. Available by the slice or whole.

Be the MOst poPular HouSe on the Block this HalLoWeEn!
milk chocolatey

available in 36-count bags at the Delicatessen, Roadhouse and Bakehouse
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Zingerman’s Food Tours is about connecting with people and 
places through the food. We take a small group, settle in, 
and explore a cuisine and culture at a reasonable, bal-
anced pace. We cook, we eat, we talk with locals, and we 
learn directly from the artisanal food producers about 
what they do. The relationships with people in the areas 
we visit, and within each group as we spend time together, 
are so rewarding and are a key part of what makes each 
tour special.

• zingermansfoodtours.com  
• 888-316-2736  
• foodtours@zingermans.com

TravelTo
Italy&Spain
WithZingerman’sIn2014

What is Zingerman’s Events on Fourth?
An intimate and charming exposed brick meeting and dining 
space nestled in the Kerrytown marketplace two blocks west 
of Zingerman’s Deli, Zingerman’s Events on Fourth is the per-
fect space for your next gathering of up to 60 guests.

What kind of events can I plan for  
Zingerman’s Events on Fourth?
Zingerman’s Catering has planned baby showers, wedding 
receptions, corporate team building exercises and seminars, 
birthday parties, anniversary parties and business meetings 
with the really great food and service that keep our guests 
coming back year after year. Right now we’re booking lots of 
holiday parties for November & December for past guests, but 
we’re excited to help plan your party as well! The short answer 
would be that if you can dream it, we can help plan it.

What are the menu and service possibilities 
at Zingerman’s Events on Fourth?
Whether you’d like a strolling appetizer and cocktail mixer as 
a thank you to your best clients, or a plated five course dinner 
as a reward for your staff, we’re looking forward to hearing 
from you and making your vision a reality. You’ll be able to 
plan from possibilities as varied as classic Zingerman’s Deli 
sandwiches to the Fennel Pollen Porchetta we make from the 
hogs of Ernst Farm right here in Washtenaw County! Zinger-
man’s Catering will custom-tailor a menu to suit the tenor of 
your event.

How do I get started planning an event at 
Zingerman’s Events on Fourth?
Just give Zingerman’s Catering a call at (734) 663-3400 or send 
an email to catering@zingermans.com. One of our friendly 
Catering staffers will help walk you through the initial plan-
ning steps, and assist in turning your vision into an event your 
guests will remember!

SeptEmber
Ortiz Sardines $10.00 (reg. $14.99
We’re putting these exquisite Spanish sar-

dines back on sale. These big and meaty 

pilchards are cleaned, cooked and packed 

by hand. Preserved with olive oil in a beau-

tiful glass jar, they are packed upright in the 

traditional old world style. Their mellow, 

briny-sweet flavor will actually improve 

over the years, if you can wait that long!

October 
Les Mouettes D’Arvor Sardines
$6.65 (reg. $9.99) These beautiful French 

pilchards are cooked and then preserved in 

extra virgin olive oil. Choose between clas-

sic, citron, sundried tomato, or piquantes. 

Each of these styles accentuates the delicate 

richness of the French sardine in its own 

unique way can be an exciting addition to 

any pasta, salad, or hors d’oeuvre.

Special ONLY Available at Zingerman’s Deli

Holiday Party  
Planning at sandwich  

of the month
September
Aubrey’s Milk and Honey  $11.99
Thinly sliced hot sopressata salami is paired with 
Zingerman's Creamery Fresh

Goat Cheese, then drizzled with honey on grilled Bake-
house Rustic Italian bread.

This collaboration of enticing 
ingredients come together to 
create a delicious sweet and 
spicy sandwich. The creamy 
goat cheese’s lively citrus note 
balances the rich pork flavor of the pepper- and garlic-
studded salami. Add the sweetness of clover honey and 
the crunch of the bread grilled in olive oil, and you've 
got an exceptional entree.

October
The AB/CB   $11.99/
each
Warm beef brisket, oven-roasted 
onions, yellow mustard, and lettuce on grilled sour-
dough. An amalgamation of two creations, each inde-
pendently submitted by a couple of sandwich-loving 
folks here at the Deli. The sandwiches they each created 
were so similar that we took the best of both ideas to 
form a single sandwich that we think is really tasty. The 
vinegar base in both the house-made brisket and the 
onions makes them natural partners, enhanced by the 
stone-ground yellow mustard. The lettuce adds an extra 
crunch, and our grilled sourdough gives just the right 
amount of chew and tartness.

It's a sandwich only teamwork could create!

Roaster’s Pick
SeptembEr 
Ethiopia Aricha
This natural processed coffee was pro-
cessed at the Aricha station, dried on 
raised tables and constantly monitored 
for proper drying. This station is located 
in the Yirgacheffe highlands of southern 
Ethiopia. Flavors of ripe strawberry and 
blueberry syrup. Sweet balanced by a bit 
of tangy acidity. Complex, clean, light 
mouthfeel.

OctobeR 
Panama Boquete
Our coffee is comes from  Finca Villa 
Donia and is grown on the slopes of the 
highest mountain in Panama.  Ripe cher-
ries are selectively picked and processed 
within the same day. This produces a 
bright, clean cup with notes of tangerine 
and semi-sweet chocolate.

Get your party started with a call to 734.663.3400 or 
email catering@zingermans.com
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20% OFF whole cakes & slices

We’reenteringoursecondyearoffeaturingthefoodofHungary.
Thenumberonequestionweareaskedis

“WhydidyoudecidetostudyHungarianfood?”Herearejustsevenreasons:

We have made some great specialty breads 
over the years that have their own small follow-
ing, so we bring them back for a week-
end here and there just for fun. If you’re 
looking for a little adventure check out  
this calendar. 

1. It Tastes Delicious 
We fell in love with it firsthand on 
our trips to Hungary. The proof is in 
the eating! Gulyás, cabbage, goose fat 
strudel, stuffed cabbage, Lesco, pickles 
of all sorts, korozott, foie gras, lángos, 
krémes, dobos torta…delicious!

2. Practice Makes Perfect
Hungarian cuisine is more than 1000 
years old! It has incredible depth and 
richness starting with the Magyars 
themselves, the inventors of gulyás. 
It includes flavors and methods from 
Ottomans, French, Italians, and Austri-
ans! Any food tradition that’s persisted 
and evolved for 1,000 years is worth 
knowing about. 

3. We’re Connecting with 
Our Hungarian Customers
Food can be an incredibly positive 
community builder. Many of our guests 
are now telling us about their Hun-
garian ancestry and bringing family 
members and friends to our shop (or 
to learn in our BAKE! classes) so that 

they can enjoy a taste of home. We 
love making food, but it is even more 
meaningful when it brings so much joy, 
appreciation and connection.

4. It Connects Us with  
Zingerman’s Jewish Roots
Studying Hungarian food has helped us 
learn even more about Ashkenazi Jew-
ish cooking. Many Jewish dishes are 
fully integrated and regularly served 
in the daily Hungarian repertoire and 
the largest Jewish community in East-
ern Europe is thriving (and cooking) in 
Budapest today. 

5. It’s Abundant  
and FulL of Variety 
There is a seemingly endless number of 
great pastries, cakes, breads and soups 
for us to explore. There is both a rich 
tradition of home cooking and a highly 
developed professional cuisine. Re-
gional specialties abound and holiday 
food traditions are practiced. It will 
take us years to really learn this cuisine 
and fully share it with you.

6. We Enjoy Educating
We’re very excited to introduce Hun-
garian foods to a new audience. Many 
of us know nothing about Hungary, let 
alone its cuisine, and the reception has 
been interest and enthusiasm.

7. Hungarian words are fun 
to say and even more  
fun to spelL!

HUNGARIAN  
CLASSES AT BAKE!
Thehands-onteachingbakery
atZingerman’sBakehouse

Noodling About Strudelling
Wed.,Sept.18,6-9pm•$75
Thu.,Oct.17,6-9pm•$75
There is nothing like a straight from the 
oven strudel, or rétes as it’s know in 
Hungary. In this class you’ll learn how 
to knead and stretch the dough, then 
we’ll make sweet and savory fillings to 
finish it off. This is just about the most 
fun you can have making food. 

Hungarian Coffeehouse Tortes
Fri.,Sept.20,1-5pm•$125
Thu.,Oct.10,5:30-9:30pm•$125
Sun.,Nov.3,1-5pm•$125
We’ll teach you to make two of the 
classics. Rigo Jancsi—a chocolate rum 
sponge cake filled with chocolate 
whipped cream, iced with chocolate 
ganache and Esterhazy Cake—walnut 
meringue layers with vanilla cream ic-
ing. It’s a classic sold at all traditional 
Hungarian bakeries.

European Cookies
Fri.,Nov.22,1-5pm•$100
You’ll make Hungarian almond kifli 
cookies, as well as pfeffernusse, a Ger-
man spice cookie and Italian pine nut 
cookies. We’ll also demonstrate the 
French classic Florentine.

Bakeshop 
3711 Plaza Dr. 
761.2095 

Roadshow 
2501 Jackson Rd.
663.FOOD(3663) 

Deli 
422 Detroit St.
663.DELI (3354)

Call ahead to order your special loaves:

HUNGARIAN FOODS AT  
ZINGERMAN’S BAKEHOUSE
Tortas & Desserts
Krémes (crem-esh) - A beloved treat sold 
in practically every Hungarian pastry shop. 
Our krémes is made of three layers of flaky 
puff pastry with a filling made of vanilla 
bean pastry cream mixed with soft me-
ringue (egg whites whipped to soft peaks 
with sugar).

Kardinális szelet (car-de-na-lish se-let)
or Cardinal Slice - Three layers of crisp 
meringue and sponge cake separated by 
whipped cream and creme fraiche that is 
intensely infused with a syrupy extract of 
deeply caramelized sugar and espresso. 
Available Thursday-Sunday.

EsterházyTorta (es-ter-ha-zee) - Layers of 
toasted walnut cake filled with a magnifi-
cent mixture of vanilla bean pastry cream, 
fresh whipped cream and more toasted 
walnut, decorated with vanilla and dark 
chocolate poured fondant in a distinctive 
design used specifically for Esterházy cakes.

RigóJancsiTorta (ree-go yon-chee) - 
Chocolate sponge cake with chocolate rum 
whipped cream & rich ganache.

DobosTorta (doh-bosh) - Vanilla cake with 
chocolate espresso butter cream & crispy 
caramel.

We LovE 
Hungarian FoOds

7 REASONS 
WHY

Rétesek
(ray-tesh-ek)
You might know it as 
strudel. Our sweet 
and savory fillings 
change often, but 
you might find clas-
sic apple, poppy 
seed and cream 
cheese, potato and 
bacon, cabbage and 
goose fat or others. 

Kifli (kee-flee)
addictive little al-
mond vanilla cres-
cent shaped cook-
ies.

Flodni (flod-nee)
buttery pastry lay-
ered with three dis-
tinct fillings: honey 
poppy seed, raisin 
walnut and cinna-
mon apple filling.

Other Specialties

Special Bakes
Somodi Kálacs (sho-mo-dee ko-loch) -A 
soft luscious pan loaf with a generous swirl 
of cinnamon & brown sugar. Baked October  
18th & 19th.

Barches (bar-kess) -Braided egg bread with 
sweet Hungarian paprika. Baked October 
25th & 26th.

Soups & Lunch Specials
We’re offering Katalin’s Kohlrabi, Gabor’s
Butter Bean and Ham, and Tibor’s Matzo
Ball with ginger and goose, all named after 
folks we met on our travels to Hungary. Also 
try traditional Hungarian Gulyás (gool-
yosh), with beef, vegetables and sweet papri-
ka. Check www.zingermansbakehouse.com 
for today’s soups or sign up for our enews.

Amy’s Hungarian Tribute - We couldn’t 
pack more flavor in this sandwich if we 
tried. Our new soft pretzel bun with Hun-
garian cured bacon and smoked pork loin, 
liptauer cheese spread, pickled Hungar-
ian peppers, shaved onion and whole grain 
mustard. Available Monday-Saturday at the 
Bakehouse.

Lángos (lon-gohsh) -a savory fried bread 
and popular Hungarian street food. Ours is 
brushed with garlic and sour cream, sprin-
kled with fresh dill, topped with Hickory 
Smoked Ham, Marieke 1-year Gouda cheese, 
and a dusting of paprika! Available Tuesdays 
from 11:30AM-1:30PM. 

24-Carrot CakeSEPT.

OCT. Farm Bread
$4.50 each(reg. $6.25)

Dobos Torta

Paesano Bread 
$4.50 each (reg. $6.25)

Blueberry Buckle 
Aug 30-Sept 2

Honey Cake 
Sept 1-14 

Challah Turbans
Sept 1-14

Moroccan Challah
Sept 1-14

Black Olive  
Farm Bread
Sept 20-21

Loomis Bread
Oct 4-5

Green Olive 
Paesano
Oct 11-12

Somodi Kalacs
Oct 18-19

Almond 
Poundcake 
Oct 18-19

Barches 
Oct 25-26


